Combination control unit, Model PC4020, is intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the Installation Instructions to form a combination household fire, burglary and home health care warning system. Each control unit incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter.

Control unit subassemblies, Model PC4204 auxiliary power supply/relay module; Model ESCORT 4580 voice assisted security module.


Combination control unit subassemblies, Models PC1616, PC1832, PC1864, intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the Installation Instructions to form a combination household fire, burglary, and home health care warning system. Each control unit subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter. (Dual Signal Line when control unit with its integrated DACT is used in conjunction with a separately listed Alarm Communicator Model GS3055/GS3066 or T-Link TL250/300, configuration capable of Standard/Encrypted Line Security.

Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 alarm controller, Models HSM2300, HSM2204 Power Supply, Models HS2LCDRF9, HS2ICNRFP9, HS2ICNRF9, HS2LCD, HS2LDP, HS2ICN, HS2ICNP, HS2LED, HS2TCHP Keypad. Each control unit controller subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter. (Dual Signal Line when control unit with its integrated DACT is used in conjunction with a separately listed Alarm Communicator Model Control unit accessory, Models HS2LCDRFPRO9, HS2LDPRO, HS2TCHPRO, HS2TCHPROBLK Keypads. For use with Listed Combination Control Units, Models HS3248 PCB, HS3128 PCB, HS3032 PCB. Control Unit subassembly: Models TL2803GR, TL2803G IP/GSM-GPRS Dual Alarm Communication Interface, 3G2080, 3G2080R GSM-GPRS Alarm Communication Interface, TL280, TL280R IP Alarm Communication Interface, configuration capable of Standard/Encrypted Line Security.

Control unit accessory, Models HS2LCDWF9, HS2LCDWFP9 and HS2LCDWF9, wireless keypad. For use with Listed Combination Control Units, Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016, when used in conjunction with the compatible Wireless Transceiver Model HSM2HOST9, Model PG9920 RF Repeater, or Keypads with integrated wireless transceiver models HS2LCDRF(P)9 or HS2ICNRF(P)9.

Control unit accessory, Models HS2LCDWTPRO9, HS2LCDWFPROMP9 wireless keypad. For use with Listed Combination Control Units, Models HS3248 PCB, HS3128 PCB, HS3032 PCB, when used in conjunction with the compatible Wireless Transceiver Model HSM2HOST9, Model PG9920 RF Repeater, or Keypads with integrated wireless transceiver models HS2LCDRFPRO9.

Control unit subassemblies, Models HS3248 PCB, HS3128 PCB, HS3032 PCB alarm controller. Each control unit subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter. (Dual Signal Line when control unit with its integrated DACT is used in conjunction with a separately listed Alarm Communicator Model LE9080, 3G9080 or 3H9080 transmitter Alarm Communication Interface, configuration capable of Standard/Encrypted Line Security.
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